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Chairman’s Chat 

In our local newspaper there are 
about five very regular contributors 
to the reader’s letter page, who 
seem compelled to burst into print 
almost daily  to make comments on 
just about everything. I’m not one of 
those, so having to write these 
chats, is for me, the worst part of 
the job as NERIAC chairman,     
especially when nothing comes to 
mind or you have writer’s block!! So 
here goes! 

Recently I was asked to judge  Huddersfield Film Makers 
Club’s annual competition. It was most interesting and as it 
was snowing outside it was a very good excuse to stay in and 
not go out to clear the snow. Afterwards I was invited to the 
prize giving and enjoyed a very good meal. Thank-you       
Huddersfield.  But what became scary was when their      
Chairman, Denis Calvert, introduced me by quoting something 
I had written for Nor’Easter – you said….   I immediately     
panicked – what on earth had I said?  You do not expect to get 
your own comments quoted back to you. – luckily I still agreed 
with what I had said, so fortunately I survived. 

BIAFF was again held in Harrogate and it was good see some 
members of NERIAC at the Cairn Hotel, some staying the 
weekend and some on a day ticket. It is probably the last time 
BIAFF will be held in our region as it looks as if it will be in   
Birmingham next year with the Sunday Presentations being 
held in a theatre. Thirty three films were submitted by NERIAC 
members - one more than last year. Unfortunately in our own 
NERIAC Competition we did not have nearly as many entries, 
in fact only nine people entered sixteen films, but the judges 
said that they “found the entries to be of a generally high 
standard.” We congratulate the overall winner which was John 
Roberts of Sheffield Movie Makers with his entry 
“Cowpuccino”, which incidentally also won five starts at BIAFF. 
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I was once again invited to be one of the team of judges at 
BIAFF – no easy weekend away, I assure you, with lots of 
films to see and many reports to write up afterwards. We saw 
some very interesting films although I do feel that it is much 
harder for a non-fiction film to do well – it has to be             
exceptional. There was only one non-fiction, a documentary, 
in the diamond awards and four non-fiction films out of the 
sixteen awarded five stars. Ten four star awards also came to 
the NERIAC region. 

I was involved in the judging of the under 21 years of age 
group of films and it is amazing how well some children of  
primary school age are doing as film makers. I particularly  
enjoyed Emma Kitson’s animation “What If.” She is from 
Leeds. In her film the frog asked the spider if he could eat him 
– he got the reply of “no chance” “Oh I’ll go and look for 
someone else” replied the frog. Also, from Leeds is Charlie 
Walton whose animation “Lost Ball” was the best entry in the 
under 16 category. 

It is with great sadness that we have to say good-bye to some 
clubs. They have closed at the end of this season due to the 
lack of members or the advancing age of their members plus 
a lack of new younger film-makers coming forward. We will 
miss the clubs and our visits with them for Challenge matches 
or 50/50   evenings. 

We are entering what will hopefully be a lovely summer and if 
the hot spell we have just experienced comes again, it will be 
good for all of us after such a long miserable wet winter. This 
is just the time to get out and about and collect that raw    
footage for the next fabulous film you know that you are going 
to make! Good luck to all of you. 
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Our biggest disappointment was the cancellation of our Spring 
Festival which was to be held at the end of April. This was due 
to the small number of people who subscribed to the event 
which would have been more of a financial liability had we not 
cancelled. As members had indicated previously in a vote  
taken last year that they would prefer the event to be held in 
Spring rather than in the Autumn, it would be most helpful if 
Council could have some feedback as to what sort of Spring 
Festival you would prefer. Please email me with your        
comments at: fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk   

 

I have just had a long week-end in the Isle of Man, a very    
interesting part of the United Kingdom but I did not know that it 
is not a member of the European Union. It did not seem to be 
a problem and has a low level of taxation. The calls I made on 
my phone were more expensive! Members of the Parliament 
are not Party members and work for the good of the island 
and not the party. I had great hopes that it might make a film 
as it is so different from the mainland, but found that as part of 
a large group (Sheffield National Trust Members) tour guides 
do not give you long enough to take film – maybe just a quick 
photograph if you are lucky! 

Fran Haydon 

 

Are you a member of the IAC? If you are do you want more 
things organised for you? Come to the NERIAC AGM on               

12th  August 2018 
 
And express your feelings, your ideas AND perhaps join the 
Regional Council. We are very short of A/V representatives. 
If you organise things in the Region it might be of benefit to 
you to find out how the IAC can help.  

mailto:fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk
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 The Annual General Meeting 

Of  the North East Region of the IAC 

On Sunday 12 August 2018 at 2pm 
To be held at the Vale of York 

Carlton Road 

Carlton Miniott 

Thirsk YO7 4LX 

AGENDA 

1. Minutes of the Last Meeting 

2. Matters Arising 

3. Treasurer’s Report 

4. Secretary’s Report 

5. Chairman’s Report 

6. Election of Officers 

Members retiring by Rotation Offering themselves for               

re-election:               

 Ray Henderson FACI Derek Mathieson FACI 

Ivor Rose FACI 

7. Any Other Business 

Nominations for NERIAC Council, please send details                 

before 1
st
  August  to the secretary: 

Derek Mathieson FACI 

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington. DL3 9PB 

Or email: dereksc07@gmail.com 
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NERIAC Annual Competition 2018 

Results:  

 

Regional Shield £60: Cowpuccino by John Roberts 

Saville Trophy £40: The Toon by Doug Collender FACI 

Senior Trophy: D.I.Y. by Martin Sutherland 

Worsley Cup: Sliders “N” Bells Huddersfield Film & Video 

Club 

Alexander Trophy: The Toon by Doug Collender FACI 

Runner Up Fiction: Chloe & Dave by Alwyn Scott 

Runner Up Non Fiction: The Green City by Derek 

Mathieson FACI 

Wilson Cup: Not Awarded 

Highly Commended: Sliders “N” Bells Huddersfield Film & 

Video Club 

Highly Commended: Autumn Fruits by Roy & Jean Vickers 

Commended: Lochaber by Bob Rowley 

Commended: Alivia and Friends by Brian Dunckley FACI 
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>>> TIMELINE <<< 
By Michael and Linda Gough 

 
FADE INTO MICHAEL 

We are all trying to use sound and vision to entertain and inform our 
audiences. We have different styles and preferences sometimes 
based on the technology available to us …… a shrinking number 
are still using video tape and a growing number pushing the        
definition of images to the limits. 

One of the oldest comparisons is between pictures that “move” and 
those based on “still” photography. However the results of video and 
Audio-Visual are slowly moving closer. The expansion of digital A/V 
has introduced computer programmes that enable very complex  
layering of photos that almost appear to move. Many modern A/V 
sequences actually incorporate video imagery. At the same time 
many videos include still archive photos and freeze frames. Even 
competitions are more open than before. Some videos and/or A/V 
sequences have been successfully entered into both a video     
competition and an A/V competition. Success does not depend on 
the methods used but on the effect on the audience.  

As such the British International Amateur Film Festival competition 
has long used A/V makers as part of their judging teams. I will leave 
it to Linda to describe our involvement in the opposite direction.  

CUT TO LINDA 

Mike and I had a very A/V orientated March. First we were asked to 
judge the Wilmslow A/V competition.  Later we judged the Peter 
Coles IAC A/V competition in Snowdonia with Ron Davies. Both 
were daunting experiences especially since, in each, there was an 
audience vote for the best 5 A/V sequences. Fortunately in each 
competition the audience came up with at least some of those that 
we had chosen.  

To paraphrase Eric Morecombe ‘some of the right choices but not in 
the right order’. We always enjoy the A/V shows and these were no 
exception. If there is one near you I would urge you to give it a go or 
at least a visit. 
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DISSOLVE TO MICHAEL 

One of the pleasures of this hobby is the opportunity to meet makers 
from around the world, bringing their personal glimpses on their     
differing cultures. The BIAFF competition in Harrogate had entries 
from as far afield as South Korea and America. Brian Dunckley knew 
that there would be visitors from Belgium so he invited Martin Bracke 
and Christiane Surdiacourt to bring some of their country’s videos to 
Newcastle Club. 

None of them had English subtitles but that didn’t matter. The    
meaning was clear in pictures and sound. The logo of one group of 
Belgium video makers translated as “The Power of Imagination” 
which perfectly reflected the hold these videos had on an English  
audience which didn’t understand a word of Flemish.   

DISSOLVE TO LINDA 

For the first time since I have been on the IAC Central Council there 
wasn’t a Region organising BIAFF. Several of the Regions have had 
to close or at least say that they don’t have enough people ready, 
willing and more importantly able to do the organising and do the 
work necessary at the BIAFF weekend. So the organising of the 
event returned to the Central Council. 

As some of you know we had a good weekend at the Cairn Hotel, 
Harrogate. This was the chosen venue as we knew it well. It had all 
that we needed and was free the weekend we had chosen. We were 
reasonably satisfied with the organisation on the day but it had been 
difficult to find people willing to fill the jobs which needed doing.  

We were lucky that several projectionists from different Regions were 
prepared to help. John Smith and Jill Bunting projected the A/V. Then 
there was help from SAM, North Thames, CEMRIAC and NERIAC. 
John Gibbs was in charge of Booking and of course David Newman 
did a magnificent job with the competition. We are now looking for 
helpers for BIAFF 2019. Without help it will not happen. Please think 
about whether you could help in any way in the Region or Nationally. 
NERIAC is organising the IAC AGM 2019 in Sheffield. Any            
Volunteers?? 

END CREDITS FADE TO BLACK 
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Do you have a film that can          

represent NERIAC in the IAC 2018 

Mermaid and Mini Mermaid         

Competition at the IAC AGM Hosted 

by CEMRIAC at the Three Swans  

Hotel Market Harborough on        

18th to 21st October 

Then contact our regional Secretary 

Derek Mathieson 

 

The Mermaid entry should be of recent making.  
A short, entertaining movie of not more than 
ten minutes duration, including title and 
credits. 

The Mini Mermaid should be no longer than 
sixty seconds including title and credits and 
should be humorous. 

Neither should have won any major awards i.e. 
BIAFF Daily Mail Trophy,   IAC Diamonds 

and category trophies. 
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TEHCIE NEWS 

EASY SHAKY VIDEO FIXER 

Although many editing programmes have a built in Stabilizer, this           
programme comes as a stand-alone fixer for wobbly video.  The  
process can be ‘tweaked’ using manual settings, providing greater 
control over the completed image. It can be downloaded free from 
the following website:    bit.ly/eavf446 

 

GOODBYE FLASH 

Adobe has confirmed that it will discontinue Flash in 2020, after it 

was  discovered that less than 5% of all websites now use the     

outdated technology.  Increased security problems with the software 

have prompted software developers to replace Flash with HTML5. 

 

NEW WINDOWS 10 UPGRADE VERSION 1803 

SPRING CREATOR’S UPDATE 

In the latest edition of the software you now have more privacy   

controls. (Are Microsoft being ultra-careful in light of the Facebook 

scandal?) 

Once you have installed the update and restarted your computer 

there are eight privacy settings which need attention. Two important 

settings are as follows: 

Cortana can now be turned off 

Did you know that in ‘the Improve Inking and Typing Recognition’ 

section Microsoft has access to anything you type on your PC. If 

you choose not to accept this you will only see general advertising 

and not items specifically tailored to you which has been  compiled 

from your previous browsing history. 
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BLU-RAY PLAYER FOR WINDOWS 10 

Windows 10 can’t play Blu-ray discs by default, but this free app 

makes this possible.  It offers track selection, subtitles, support for 

different languages, a customisable interface and more. 

Download the software Free at bit.ly/bluray447 

 

NEW VERSION OF WINDOWS 

Yet another version of windows is on the cards. Microsoft is          

apparently working on a cut down version of its operating system 

called Windows 10 Lean.  It will be a 64 bit edition which is 2GB 

smaller than Windows 10 Pro, with a number of features removed to 

save drive space. 

FACEBOOK TRACKING 

Following the Cambridge Analytical scandal, and the Privacy        

concerns regarding Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg has promised to   

improve privacy. However, little has been said about Facebook’s 

tendency to follow you around the web whether you are logged into 

Facebook or not, and even if you are not registered for Facebook! 

For users of Firefox, an add on has been created called ‘Facebook      

Container’.  This isolates your Facebook activity from everything 

else you do online, making it harder for Facebook to track your visits 

to other websites. When you install the extension in Firefox, it       

deletes your Facebook cookies and logs you out of the site.  The 

next time you visit   Facebook, it will load in a blue browser tab (the 

‘container’) that lets you use the site as normal without                

compromising your privacy.  If you click on a non-Facebook link 

while in the container, the page will load outside the blue tab. 

To install the ‘Container’  When you are in Firefox, click on the three       

horizontal lines at the top right hand corner of the screen, then select 

‘Addons’ and search for the Facebook Container and install 

it…..Job done! 
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NERIAC Contacts 
Chairman: 

Fran Haydon: email: fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk 

Secretary: 

Derek Mathieson FACI  

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: dereksc07@gmail.com 

Treasurer: 

Ray Henderson FACI  

25 The Crescent, Benton, Newcastle upon Tyne. NE7 7ST 

Tel: 0191 270 1005 email: ray@coopuk.com 

Council Members: 

Audrey Cutts 

Linda Gough FACI 

Michael Gough FACI (M) 

Trevor Spencer FACI 

David Whitworth FACI(M) 

Nor’Easter Editor: 

Ivor Rose FACI    

22 Pierremont Crescent, Darlington DL3 9PB 

Tel: 01325 356140 email: ivorrose@fastmail.co.uk 

Welcome to New Members: 

Andrew Kent, Patrick Johnston, Adrian Ward,                       
John Michael Smith 

 

mailto:fmhaydon57@blueyonder.co.uk
mailto:dereksc07@gmail.com
mailto:ray@coopuk.com
mailto:ivorrose@gmail.com

